Abstract
Introduction
Demands on software reliability and availability have increased tremendously due to the nature of present day applications. They impose stringent requirements in terms of cumulative down time and failure free operation of software, since in many cases, the consequences of software failure can lead to huge economic losses or risk to human life. However, it is almost impossible to fully test and verify if a piece of software is bug-free. Testing software becomes harder if it is complex, and further if testing and debugging cycle times are reduced due to smaller release time requirements. Therefore, the residual faults have to be tolerated in the operational phase.
Traditional design diversity techniques for fault tolerance in software systems, such as N-version programming and Recovery block, are inherently expensive to implement due to the multiple functionally equivalent variants of the software needed. Furthermore, recent studies have reported the transient nature of software failures [13, 18] for which design diversity is not very helpful. Transient failures typically occur because of design faults in software which result in unacceptable erroneous states in the OS environment of the process. Hence, environment diversity, a generalization of system restart [13] , has been proposed as a cheap yet effective technique for software fault-tolerance [16] . The basic idea here is to modify the operating environment of the running process.
Traditional fault tolerance techniques are reactive in nature and typically, environment diversity has been done so far on a corrective basis. On the other hand, proactive fault management, as the name implies, takes suitable corrective action to prevent a failure before the system experiences a fault. Although, this technique has been used ad hoc for long in physical systems, it has only recently gained recognition and importance.
Recently, the phenomenon of software aging [17] , one in which error conditions actually accrue with time and/or load, has been observed. In systems with high reliability/availability requirements, software aging can cause outages resulting in high costs. Huang et. al.report this phenomenon in telecommunications billing applications where over time the application experiences a crash or a hang failure [17] . Avritzer and Weyuker discuss aging in telecommunication switching software where the effect manifests as gradual performance degradation [1] . Software aging has also been observed in widely-used software like Netscape and xrn.
To counteract software aging, a proactive technique called software rejuvenation has been proposed [17] . It involves stopping the running software occasionally, "cleaning" its internal state and restarting it. Garbage collection, flushing operating system kernel tables, reinitializing internal data structures are some examples of what cleaning the internal state of a software might involve. An extreme, but well known example of rejuvenation is a hardware reboot. It has been implemented in the real-time system collecting billing data for most telephone exchanges in the United States [2] . A very similar technique called software capacity restoration, has been used by Avritzer and Weyuker in a large telecommunications switching software [1] , where the switching computer is rebooted occasionally upon which its service rate is restored to the peak value. Grey [14] proposed performing operations solely for fault management in SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) software which are invoked whether or not the fault exists and called it operational redundancy. Tai et. al. [23] have proposed and analyzed the use of on-board preventive maintenance for maximizing the probability of successful mission completion of spacecrafts with very long mission times. The necessity of performing preventive maintenance in a safety critical environment is evident from the example of aging in Patriot's software [19] . The failure which resulted in loss of human lives could have been prevented if the computer was restarted after each 8 hours of running time.
In this paper, we present the two approaches for analyzing software aging and studying aging-related failures. Section 2 discusses the analytical modeling approach aimed at determining optimal times to perform software rejuvenation, while Section 3 deals with the measurement based approach for detection and validation of the existence of software aging and also estimating its effect on system resources. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Analytical models
Preventive maintenance (PM) can be performed at suitable times, such as when there is no load on the system, and thus typically results in lesser downtime and cost than the corrective approach. Even so, it incurs some overhead and if done more often than necessary will result in higher downtime/cost. Therefore, an important research issue is to determine the optimal times to perform preventive maintenance of operational software systems. This section discuses analytical models for quantitative analysis of software rejuvenation.
The accuracy of a modeling based approach is determined by the assumptions made in capturing aging. In [17, 6, 7, 8, 23] only the failures causing unavailability of the software are considered, while in [20] only a gradually decreasing service rate of a software which serves transactions is assumed. In [9] , however, both these effects of aging are considered together in a single model. Models proposed in [17, 6, 7] are restricted to hypo-exponentially distributed time to failure. Those proposed in [8, 20, 23] can accommodate general distributions but only for the specific aging effect they capture. Generally distributed time to failure, as well as the service rate being an arbitrary function of time are allowed in [9] . It has been noted [22] that transient failures are partly caused by overload conditions. Only the model presented in [9] captures the effect of load on aging.
Existing models also differ in the measures being evaluated. In [8, 23] software with a finite mission time is considered. In the [17, 6, 7, 9] measures of interest in a transaction based software intended to run forever are evaluated. Since all previous models except [8] and [23] are just special cases of the model presented in [9] , in the rest of this section we deal with this model in more detail.
Preventive maintenance in transactions based software systems
The macro-states representation of the software behavior considered in [9] is presented in Figure 1 . The state in which the software is available for service (albeit with decreasing service rate) is denoted as state A. After failure a recovery procedure is started. In state B the software is recovering from failure and is unavailable for service. Lastly, the software occasionally undergoes PM, denoted by state C. PM is allowed only from state A. Once recovery from failure or PM is complete, the software is reset to state A and is as good as new. From this moment, which constitutes a renewal, the whole process stochastically repeats itself. The model is based on the following assumptions. The system consists of a server type software to which transactions arrive at a constant rate . Each transaction receives service for a random period. The service rate of the software is an arbitrary function measured from the last renewal of the software (because of aging) denoted by . Therefore, a transaction which starts service at time t 1 , occupies the server for a time whose distribution is given by . Further, the failure process is stochastically independent of the arrival process and any transactions in the queue at the time of failure or at the time of initiation of PM are assumed to be lost. Moreover, any transactions which arrive while the software is recovering or undergoing PM are also lost.
The effect of aging in the model may be captured by using decreasing service rate and increasing failure rate, where the decrease or the increase respectively can be a function of time, instantaneous load, mean accumulated load or a combination of the above.
= t and = t
In this case, the service rate and the failure rate are simply functions of time. To model software systems with no performance degradation, the combination = and = t may be used. Further, to model software systems which undergo performance degradation but are always available, the special case of = = 0 and = t can be used.
= Nt and = N t
The service rate and the failure rate are functions of instantaneous load on the system, i.e., their value at time t depend on the number of transactions in the queue at that time Nt. This dependence is useful in capturing overload effects which especially influence the failure behavior.
= Lt and = Lt
Since an idle software is not likely to age, service and failure rates are more realistically modeled as functions of the actual processing time rather than the total available time. Denote with p i t; 0 i K the probability that there are i transactions in the queue at time t given that the software is in state A. Let Lt be defined as Lt = We consider two policies which can be used to determine the time to perform PM. Under the Policy I which is purely time-based, PM is initiated after a constant time has elapsed since it was started (or restarted). Under Policy II, which is based on instantaneous load and time, a constant waiting period must elapse before PM is attempted. After this time PM is initiated if and only if there are no transactions in the system. Otherwise, the software waits until the queue is empty upon which PM is initiated. The actual PM interval under Policy II is determined by the sum of PM wait and the time it takes for the queue to get empty from that point onwards B. Since the latter quantity is dependent on system parameters and can not be controlled, the actual PM interval has a range ; 1.
Given the above behavioral model the following measures are derived for each policy: steady state availability of the software A SS , long run probability of loss of a transaction P loss , and expected response time of a transaction given that it is successfully served T res . The goal is to determine optimal values of (PM interval under policy I and PM wait under policy II) based on the constraints on one or more of these measures.
Evaluation of measures
According to the model described above at any time t the software can be in any one of three states: up and available for service (state A), recovering from a failure (state B) or undergoing PM (state C). Let fZt; t 0g be a stochastic process which represents the state of the software at time t. Further, let the sequence of random variables S i ; i 0 represent the times at which transitions among different states take place. Since the entrance times S i constitute renewal points fZS i ; i 0g is an embedded discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) with a transition probability matrix P given by:
The steady state probability i of the DTMC being in state 
The software behavior as a whole is modeled via the Let U be a random variable denoting the sojourn time in state A, and denote its expectation by E U . Expected sojourn times of the MRGP in states B and C are already defined to be f and r .
The steady state availability is obtained using the standard formulae from MRGP theory:
A SS = P r fsoftware is in state Ag = A E U B f + C r + A E U :
The probability that a transaction is lost is defined as the ratio of expected number of transactions which are lost in an interval to the expected total number of transactions which arrive during that interval. Since the evolution of fZt; N t; t 0g in the intervals comprising of successive visits to state A is stochastically identical it suffices to consider just one such interval. The number of transactions lost is given by the summation of three quantities: (1) transactions in the queue when the system is exiting state A because of the failure or initiation of PM (2) transactions that arrive while failure recovery or PM is in progress and (3) transactions that are disregarded due to the buffer being full. The last quantity is of special significance since the probability of buffer being full will increase due to the degrading service rate. It follows that the probability of loss is given by, P loss
where E N l is the expected number of transactions in the buffer when the system is exiting state A. Next we derive an upper bound on the mean response time of a transaction given that it is successfully served, denoted by T res . The mean number of transactions, denoted by E, which are accepted for service while the software is in state A is given by the mean number of transactions which are not accepted due to the buffer being full, subtracted from the mean total number of transactions which arrive while the software is in state A, that is, E = E U ,
. Out of these transactions, on the average, E N l are discarded later because of failure or initiation of PM. Therefore, the mean number of transactions which actually receive service given that they were accepted is given by E , E N l . 
Behavior of the system in state A under policy I For Zt = A, the subordinated process, i.e., the process until a regeneration occurs, is determined by the queuing behavior of the software processing transactions. The process is terminated either by a failure (which can happen at any time) or by initiating PM which under policy I happens at time if the software has not failed by that time. Figure 2 shows the state diagram of the subordinated nonhomogeneous process under policy I. Not included in the figure is the fact that at t = , the subordinated process is terminated if it was not terminated before by a transition to an absorbing state (0 0 ; : : : ; K 0 ).
Figure 2. Subordinated non-homogeneous CTMC for t
By the above notation, p i t is the probability that there are i transactions queued for service, which is also the probability of being in state i of the subordinated process at time t. Note that state i; i = 0; 1; : : : ; K is not to be confused with state i 0 ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; K which was defined just to be able to evaluate the quantities of interest. As such, all the states under the shaded area of the process can be lumped into a single absorbing state.
Behavior of the system in state A under policy II
If policy II is assumed, the evolution of the system in state A is somewhat more complex. In this case we need to distinguish between t and t , as policy II assumes that PM will be initiated after time has elapsed if and only if the buffer is empty. For t , exactly the same process of Figure 2 determines the behavior of the software. For t , the process which models the behavior is shown in Figure 3 . Observe that state 0 now belongs to the set of absorbing states because PM will be initiated once the system becomes idle thus terminating the subordinated process.
Figure 3. Subordinated non-homogeneous

CTMC if t
Transient probabilities p i t; i= 0; 1; : : : ; K and p i 0 t; i 0 = 0 0 ; 1 0 ; : : : ; K 0 for both policies can be obtained by solving the systems of forward differential-difference equations given in [9] . In general they do not have a closedform analytical solution and must be evaluated numerically. Once these probabilities are obtained, the rest of the quantities P AB , P AC , E U and E N l can be easily computed [9] and then substituted into the equations (3), (4) and (5) to obtain the steady state availability A SS , the probability of transaction lost P loss and the upper bound on the response time of a transaction T res respectively.
Numerical examples
We illustrate the usefulness of the presented model in determining the optimum value of (PM interval in the case of policy I and PM wait in the case of policy II) on the examples adopted from [9] .
First, service rate and failure rate are assumed to be functions of real time where t is defined to be the hazard function of Weibull distribution, while t is defined to be a monotone non-increasing function that approximates the service degradation. Figure 4 shows A ss and P loss for both policies plotted against for different values of the mean time to perform PM r .
Under both policies, it can be seen that for any particular value of , higher the value of r , lower is the availability and higher is the corresponding loss probability. It can also be observed that the value of which minimizes probability of loss is much lower than the one which maximizes availability. In fact, the probability of loss becomes very high at values of which maximize availability. For any specific value of r , policy II results in a lower minima in loss probability than that achieved under policy I. Therefore, if the objective is to minimize long run probability of loss, such as in the case of telecommunication switching software, policy II always fares better than policy I. 
Measurement-based estimation
In this Section we describe the measurement-based approach for detection and validation of the existence of software aging. The basic idea is to periodically monitor and collect data on the attributes responsible for determining the health of the executing software, in this case the UNIX operating system. For quantifying the effect of aging in operating system resources, the metric Estimated time to exhaustion is proposed. The earlier work [10] uses a purely time-based approach to estimate resource exhaustion times, whereas the the work recently presented in [25] takes into account the current system workload as well.
The SNMP-based distributed resource monitoring tool discussed in [10] was used to collect operating system resource usage and system activity data from nine heterogeneous UNIX workstations which were connected by an Ethernet LAN at the Duke Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. In our setup, a central monitoring station runs the manager program which sends get requests periodically to each of the agent programs running on the monitored workstations. The agent programs in turn obtain data for the manager from their respective machines by executing various standard UNIX utility programs like pstat, iostat and vmstat. Data was collected from the machines at intervals of 15 minutes for about 53 days.Four machines, Dolphin, ECE, Lincoln and Datc6, suffered outages during this period. Failures which did not show any signs of resource exhaustion (presumably due to hardware or other faults) are not considered in our analysis. The time plots for the monitored objects have missing values if there is an outage or in the case of monitor timeouts occurring on get requests. 
Time-based estimation
We thus obtain time-ordered values for each pfmMIB object, constituting a time series for that object. Our objective here is to detect aging or a long term trend (increasing or decreasing) in the values and also to study the nature of the variations in values. Furthermore, we attempt to relate failures during this period to the observed values and discuss methods to quantify aging. Classical time series analysis techniques such as linear and periodic dependency analysis, and trend detection and estimation [3] are used for our analysis.
Detection and validation of the existence of aging
As mentioned previously, one of the primary objectives of the data analysis is to detect and validate the existence of aging. Detection of trends in operating system resource usage and system activity is the approach followed. For the purposes of prediction, the slope of the trend is estimated. The primary trend detection technique used is smoothing of observed data by robust locally weighted regression, proposed by Cleveland [5] . Figure 6 shows the smoothed data superimposed on the original data points from the time series of objects for Rossby. The smoothing technique is used only to get the global trend between outages and so the resulting smoothed data might not always follow the original data points. Amount of real memory free (plot 1) shows an overall decrease, whereas file table size (plot 2) shows an increase. Plots of some other resources not discussed here also showed an increase or decrease. Once again, this corroborates the hypothesis of aging with respect to various objects.
The seasonal Kendall test [11] was applied to each of these time series to detect the presence of any global trends at a significance level, , of 0.05. The associated statistic is listed in Table 1 
Age quantification and estimation
Given that a global trend is present and that its slope is calculated for a particular resource, the time at which the resource will be exhausted because of aging only, is estimated. Table 2 [10] . A negative slope, as in the case of real memory, indicates a decreasing trend, whereas a positive slope, as in the case of file table size, is indicative of an increasing trend. Given the slope estimate, the table lists the estimated time to failure of the machine due to aging only with respect to this particular resource. The calculation of the time to exhaustion is done by using the initial intercept, c, the calculated slope, m, and a standard linear approximation y = mx + c. The value of the intercept c is taken to be the mean of the initial 5 days. The minimum value for all the resources is zero.
A comparative effect of aging on different system resources can be obtained from the above estimates. For example, in machine Rossby, the resource used swap space has the highest slope and real memory free has the second highest slope. However, the estimated times to exhaustion of both these resources is compared, real memory free has a lower time to exhaustion than used swap space. This is because of the difference in the initial and maximum/minimum values of these resources. Overall, it was found that the two resources file table size and process table size are not as important as used swap space and real memory free since they have a very small slope and high estimated times to failure due to exhaustion. Based on such comparisons, we can identify important resources to monitor and manage in order to deal with aging related software failures.
Time and workload-based estimation
The method discussed in the previous subsection assumes that accumulated use of a resource over a time period depends only on the elapsed time. However, it is intuitive that the rate at which a resource is consumed is dependent on the current workload. In this subsection, we discuss a measurement-based model to estimate the rate of exhaustion of operating system resources as a function of both time and the system workload recently presented in [25] . The SNMP-based distributed resource monitoring tool described previously was used for collecting operating system resource usage and system activity parameters (at 10 min intervals) for over 3 months. Only results for the data collected from the machine Rossby are discussed here. The longest stretch of sample points in which no reboots or failures occurred were used for building the model. A semiMarkov reward model [24] is constructed using the data. First different workload states are identified using statistical cluster analysis and a state-space model is constructed. Corresponding to each resource, a reward function based on the rate of resource exhaustion in the different states is then defined. Finally the model is solved to obtain trends and the estimated exhaustion rates and time to exhaustion for the resources.
Workload characterization and modeling
The following variables were chosen to characterize the system workload -cpuContextSwitch, sysCall, pageIn, and pageOut. Hartigan's k-means clustering algorithm [15] was used for partitioning the data points into clusters based on workload. The statistics for the eleven workload clusters obtained are shown in Table 3 . Clusters whose centroids were relatively close to each other and those with a small percentage of data points in them, were merged to simplify computations. This resulting clusters are W 1 = f1; 2; 3g, W 2 = f4; 5g, W 3 = f6g, W 4 = f7g, W 5 = f8g, W 6 = f9g, W 7 = f10g and W 8 = f11g.
Transition probabilities from one state to another were computed from data, resulting in transition probability matrix P of the embedded discrete time Markov chain shown below: The sojourn time distribution for each of the workload states was fitted to either 2-stage hyper-exponential or 2-stage hypo-exponential distribution functions. The fitted distributions, shown in Table 4 , were tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a significance level of 0.01.
Modeling resource usage
Two resources, usedSwapSpace and realMemoryFree, are considered for the analysis, since the previous time-based analysis suggested that they are critical resources. For each resource, the reward function is defined as the rate of corresponding resource exhaustion in different states. The true slope (rate of increase/decrease) of a resource at every workload state is estimated by using Sen's non-parametric method [25] . Table 5 shows the slopes with 95% confidence intervals. It was observed that slopes in a given work- load state for a particular resource during different visits to that state are almost the same. Further, the slopes across different workload states are different and generally higher the system activity, higher is the resource utilization. This validates the assumption that resource usage does depend on the system workload and the rates of exhaustion vary with workload changes. It can also be observed from Table 5 that the slopes for usedSwapSpace in all the workload states are non-negative, and the slopes for realMemoryFree are non-positive in all the workload states except in one. It follows that usedSwapSpace increases whereas realMemoryFree decreases over time which validates the software aging phenomenon described earlier in the paper.
Results
The semi-Markov reward model was solved using the SHARPE [21] tool developed at Duke University. The slope for the workload-based estimation is computed as the expected cumulative reward rate at steady state from the model. As in the case of time based estimation, the times to resource exhaustion is computed using the linear formula y = mx + c, where m is the slope and c is the intercept or the initial values and y is the final (maximum or minimum)
value. Figures 7 shows the time plots of usedSwapSpace in machine Rossby along with the workload and time based estimations, while Table 6 gives the estimates for the slope and time to exhaustion for both usedSwapSpace and realMemoryFree. It can be seen that workload based estimations gave a lower time to resource exhaustion than those computed using time based estimations. Since the machines failures due to resource exhaustion were observed much before the times to resource exhaustion estimated by the time based method, it follows that the workload based approach results in better estimations.
Extensions of the measurement based approach
A possible extension of this work could be to consider the system workload in a more fine-grained manner by determining the effect of each individual process on particular resource consumption. Further, for a more general failure prediction, the combined effect of aging, periodic component and transient component of resource usage need to be modeled and understood. Additionally, the interaction and correlation between the usage of various resources and their impact on system availability remains to be explored. It is precisely for these reasons that the estimated times of failures done this way do not fully explain the actual times of failure observed on various machines.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have motivated the need for pursuing preventive maintenance in operational software systems on scientific basis rather than on the current ad-hoc practice. Thus, an important research issue is to determine the optimal times to perform the preventive maintenance. In this regard, we discuss the two possible approaches, analytical modeling and measurement based approach.
In the first part of the paper, we discuss analytical models for evaluating the effectiveness of preventive maintenance in operational software systems which experience aging. The aim of the analytical modeling approach is determining the optimal times to perform rejuvenation considering the tradeoffs of maximizing availability and minimizing the probability of loss or the response time of a transaction.
The latter part of the paper deals with measurement based approach for detection and validation of the existence of software aging. SNMP-based distributed resource monitoring tool is used to monitor and collect data on operating system resource usage and system activity. Methodologies are described to detect software aging and to estimate its effect on various system resources. Although the distributed data collection tool is specific to UNIX, the methodology can be used for detection and estimation of aging in other software systems as well. The presented measurement based approach is important step towards predicting aging related failures based on actual measurements, intended to help development of policies that automate the proactive handling of potential problems. 
